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Synopsis
American Gypsy is a performative exploration of migration from Romania, inspired on one
hand by the autobiographical novel with the same title by the Roma writer Oksana Marafioti Author and on the other hand by official data which reveals that in 2017 Romanians were the
largest European group deported from the US. The show puts on stage the story of Romanian
migration in the US, as seen through the eyes of a Roma teenager that is absorbed by cultural
differences, especially the ones in music, following her attempt to integrate in the new context.
American Gypsy has a multidisciplinary approach making use of elements from theatre,
performance, contemporary dance, biomechanics and cultural research. By putting them together, it
reimagines choreographies inspired by pop culture. Combined, the disciplines cast light on the
statute of migrants in an entirely new culture.

EXTRA
American Gypsy is the continuation of a larger performative research and
directing project of Roma teenage-hood, by director Mihai Lukacs. American Gypsy
comes as a follow-up of another piece produced in 2017 by the Roma theatre
company Giuvlipen, Who killed Szmona Grancsa? (which follows the sotry of a
Roma teenager who commits suicide in Frumoasa village, Harghita county).
The project develops narratives about teenagers forgotten by society, the ones never
in the foreground, the ones that grow up beside us but are never noticed. In too many
cases, this leads to emotional difficulties and tragedy.

About PARADAIZ
Founded three years ago, PARADAIZ positions as a cultural actor dedicated to diversity and
cultural exchange, and operates in marginal areas, promoting a both-ways circulation of culture,
mixing education and entertainment, communitarian subcultures and official culture, working on
processes that attempt at diluting stereotypes and promoting social inclusion and tolerance.
The main objectives of the NGO are the exploration, mediation and support of cultural
exchanges as engines of preserving cultural differences. PARADAIZ is engaged in an
educational process that has the aim of building intercultural exchanges that propose a both ways
trajectory between what is considered peripheral and central, minority and majority.
PARADAIZ assumes a role of mediating cultural conflicts, while working on actions, interventions
and events that bring into discussion terms such as tolerance, nondiscrimination, equal
opportunities and cultural diversity.
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